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Spin decay and quantum parallelism

John Schliemann, Alexander V. Khaetskii, and Daniel Loss
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Basel, CH-4056 Basel, Switzerland

~Received 24 September 2002; published 4 December 2002!

We study the time evolution of a single spin coupled inhomogeneously to a spin environment. Such a system
is realized by a single electron spin bound in a semiconductor nanostructure and interacting with surrounding
nuclear spins. We find striking dependencies on the type of initial state of the nuclear spin system. Simple
product states show a profoundly different behavior than randomly correlated states whose time evolution
provides an illustrative example of quantum parallelism and entanglement in a decoherence phenomenon.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.245303 PACS number~s!: 76.20.1q, 03.65.Ud, 76.60.Es, 85.35.Be
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interest in electron spin dynamics in semiconduc
structures has increased remarkably in the recent years,
erating the emerging field of spintronics.1,2 This key word
summarizes efforts to use the spins of quantum objects ra
than or in combination with their charge for information pr
cessing, or, even more ambitious, for quantum informat
processing. Meanwhile, several proposals for quantum in
mation processing using~electron or nuclear! spins have
been put forward.3–7

In quantum information processing the coherence
quantum bits is crucial. This issue becomes particularly
portant in solid state systems where the qubits are usus
assumed to be affected by much more and much stro
perturbating influences than in other experimental setups
lated to quantum information processing in various ot
fields of physics such as atomic physics, quantum optics
NMR experiments. An important advantage solid state s
tems have, however, is that they offer the possibility of sc
ability once individual qubits and elementary gate operati
between them are estabilshed. Such a perspective is us
not given in other quantum computation scenarios.

Motivated by these developments, in this work we inve
tigate the time evolution of a single spinSW that is coupled
inhomogeneously to a noninteracting environment of ot
spins. A natural realization of such a system is given by
spin of a single electron in a semiconductor quantum
interacting with surrounding nuclear spins via hyperfi
coupling.8 Alternatively one can think of an electron boun
to a phosphoros atom implantated into a silicon matrix,5 or of
other combinations of impurities and host materials such
Si in a GaAs or Ge matrix. The time evolution of an electr
spin under such circumstances is of fundamental interes
its own right, and of particular relevance to the quantu
computing proposal of Refs. 3 and 5. In fact, very recentl
series of studies of electron spin dynamics related to
present one appeared.9–17 Here we build on recent work o
Ref. 13, where the dynamics of an electron spin due to
hyperfine interaction with nuclear spins in a semiconduc
quantum dot was investigated. This scource of spin de
can be assumed to be the dominant one in a quantum
geometry where other mechanisms induced by spin-orbit
0163-1829/2002/66~24!/245303~6!/$20.00 66 2453
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teraction are believed to be suppressed, although this i
has not yet been clarified entirely.11

Our approach here is based on numerical simulations
the full quantum mechanical spin dynamics in sufficien
small systems. These studies complement the earlier wor
Ref. 13, where approximation-free analytical results w
obtained for the case of a fully polarized system of nuc
For a more general initial condition such as an unpolariz
nuclear spin system, low-order time-dependent perturba
theory was employed which unfortunately suffers from
vergent terms in higher order.

In our numerical simulations we observe a decay of
electron spin as measured in terms of the expectation va
of its components. We study this phenomenon as a func
of the initial nuclear polarization, and the type of initial sta
of the nuclear spin system. We compare the time evoluti
of initial states, where the nuclear system is in a simple t
sor product state, with situations where the initial nucle
state is randomly correlated. A major result is that the ti
evolution depends very significantly on the type of initi
state of the spin environment. The time evolution of simp
tensor product states can be quite individual, while random
correlated~and therefore highly entangled! states show a
very reproducible dynamics that mimics theaverageover the
time evolutions of all possible tensor product states. T
observation is an example ofquantum parallelismin a deco-
herence phenomenon.

The spin decay is accompanied by the generation of qu
tum correlations between the electron spin and the nuc
spins, illustrating a general concept of quantum informat
theory where the decoherece of a quantum bit~here the de-
cay of the electron spin! is viewed as the result of the gen
eration of entanglement~i.e., quantum correlations! between
the qubit and its environment. We quantify this entanglem
using well-established methods and concepts of quantum
formation theory. By this we also hope that studies of t
kind will faciliate fruitful interactions between the commu
nities of solid state physics and quantum infromation.

Finally, we compare the results of the full quantum m
chanical dynamics with simulations of a classical spin mo
that arises as the classical limit of the underlying Ham
tonian. This comparision shows that the spin decay obser
in the quantum system depends crucially on two proper
of the system:~i! the inhomogeneity of the hyperfine conta
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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SCHLIEMANN, KHAETSKII, AND LOSS PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 245303 ~2002!
interaction induced by the spatial variation of the electr
wave function, and~ii ! the quantum mechanical nature of th
dynamics allowing for nontrivial correlations~entanglement!
between the electron spin and the nuclear spins.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we brie
describe the details of our modeling and technical aspect
our numerical simulations. In Sec. III we report on our n
merical results. We discuss the role of different initial con
tions for the nuclear spin system, and the connection
tween decoherence and the generation of entanglem
observed in our simulations. We close with conclusions
Sec. IV.

II. MODEL

We consider a single spinSW which is coupled inhomoge
neously to a noninteracting environment of other spins:

H5SW •(
i

Ai IW i . ~1!

The coupling is inhomogeneous since the constantsAi vary
among the environment spinsIW i . For an electron spin resid
ing in semiconductor quantum dot the coupling constantsAi

are given byAi5Av0uC(rW i)u2, whereA is an overall cou-
pling parameter andv0 the inverse density of nuclei in th
material.C(rW i) is the electron envelope wave function at
location rW i . This factor induces a spatial dependence of
cupliong constantsAi which is crucial for the spin dynamics
For simplicity in the following we will consider a nuclea
spin of lengthI 5 1

2 in a spherical quantum dot. In our simu
lations a given numberN of nuclear spins is contained in
sphere of radiusR5(3N/4pn0)1/3, where n051/v0 is the
density of nuclei. The electron wave function is given by

uC~rW !u25S 1

p~R/a!2D 3/2

e2r 2/(R/a)2
, ~2!

where the parametera describes the confinement of the ele
tron in the dot. In the following we shall usea52 and the
material parameters of gallium arsenide withn0
545.55 nm23. Therefore, a typical quantum dot contai
aboutN5105 nuclei. For the alternative scenario of an ele
tron bound to a31P in silicon, the numberN of nuclear spins
effectively coupled to the electron spin is smaller. The Bo
radius of the hydrogenlike electron state is about 3 nm,
with the lattice constant of silicon and the natural abunda
of 29Si this leads to values ofN of about a few hundred. To
mimic their sperical distribution in systems of smaller si
used in our simulations, we also choose the radial coordin
r i of the i th nucleus according to r i5@3(i
21/2)/(4pn0)#1/3, with i ranging from 1 toN.

Hamiltonian~1! does not include the direct dipolar inte
action between nuclear spins. This interaction is weaker
orders of magnitude than the scaleA of the hyperfine cou-
pling, which is of the order 1025 eV in GaAs.8 In this ma-
terial the characteristic timeT2N for the nuclear spin deca
24530
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due to dipolar interaction is of order 1024 s, while the time
scales considered in this work will be at least two orders
magnitude smaller. We also mention a recent interesting
merical study by Dobrovitskiet al.18 on spin dynamics
stressing the role of entropy. There a central spin is coup
inhomogeneously to an essentially non-interacting spin e
ronment, where, differently from the present study, an Isin
like coupling was used. To allow for nontrivial dynamics, th
authors of Ref. 18 introduced a magnetic field perpendicu
to thez direction of the Ising coupling.

Model ~1! was specifically studied recently in Ref. 1
where approximation-free analytical results were obtain
for the case of a fully polarized system of nuclei. For a mo
general initial conditions such as an unpolarized nuclear s
system, low-order time-dependent perturbation theory w
employed, which unfortunately suffers from divergent term
in higher order. In this work we choose a different route a
perform finite-size exact diagonalizations from which we o
tain the full time evolution.

Since our Hamiltonian conserves the total spinJW5SW

1( i IW i , it is convenient to work in a subspace of givenJz

having a dimension of

S N11

N11

2
2JzD . ~3!

To obtain the time evolution of the total spin system with t
initial state lying in a subspace with a given valueJz, we
diagonalize the Hamitonian within this subspace and co
pute the time evolution of certain expectation values fro
the eigensystem data. For initial states having a nonz
overlap in several subspaces with differentJz the time evo-
lutions obtained in the different spaces have to be supe
posed. The fact that the full eigensystem of the Hamilton
is required in this procedure is different from most oth
numerical investigations of spin systems where, for reas
of the physical questions being investigated, it is sufficien
concentrate on the ground state and some low-lying exc
tions. In our case we need the full eigensystem, and
therefore restricted to system sizesN and values ofJz yield-
ing dimensions of not more than a few thousand. Howev
as we will explain in more detail below, our findings depe
neither on the restriction to a certain value ofJz nor on the
specific coupling constants induced by the quantum dot
ometry. In fact, qualitatively the same results are obtain
when working in the full Hilbert space, or if the couplin
parameters are chosen at random from a uniform distr
tion. On the other hand, it is essential that the coupling
inhomogeneous, leading to a time evolution which is for
practical time scales aperiodic and in this sense irreversi
The case of homogeneous coupling with allAi being the
same is readily solved analytically and generates perio
dynamics with recurrence timeT54pN\/A.

III. RESULTS FOR THE TIME EVOLUTION OF SPINS

In the time evolutions to be discussed below the init
state will always be a simple direct product of the state of
3-2
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SPIN DECAY AND QUANTUM PARALLELISM PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 245303 ~2002!
nuclear or environmental spin system, and the electron
with the latter pointing downward along thez direction.
Therefore, the nuclear spins and the electron spin are initi
uncorrelated. For the nuclear spin system itself we cons
two types of initial conditions which give rise to significant
different time evolutions.

A. Product states versus randomly correlated states

We investigate two types of initial states for the nucle
spin system which differ crucially in their corrrelation pro
erties and also, as we shall see below, as a consequen
this in their time evolution:~i! The nuclear spins are initially
in a simple tensor product state. IfJz is fixed to a certain
value such a state consists of eigenstates ofI i

z for each
nuclear spini. If this restriction is not applied tensor produ
states consisting of more general spin-coherent states
possible.~ii ! The nuclear spin stateuxN& is initially a linear
superposition,uxN&5(TaTuT&, where the sum goes over a
tensor product statesuT& consisting of eigenstatesI i

z , i
P$1, . . . ,N%, and is, for fixedJz, restricted to the appropri
ate subspace. The coefficientsaT in this entangled pure stat
are subject to a normalization condition and chosen eithe
random or coherently~for example, they can have the sam
phases!.

As we shall see shortly, a single tensor product state
the one hand, and a randomly correlated nuclear state, o
other hand, generate strikingly different time evolutions
the electron spin. Figure 1 shows numerical data for tim

FIG. 1. The time evolution of the electron spin in a system
N514 nuclear spins for different degrees of polarization of
randomly correlated nuclear system and coupling constants ind
by the quantum dot geometry. In the top left panel the nuclear s
are fully polarized in the initial state with the electron spin pointi
opposite to them (Jz513/2). In the following panels the number o
flipped nuclear spins in the initial state is gradually increased.
case of an initially fully unpolarized~but randomly correlated!
nuclear system is reached in the bottom right panel (Jz521/2).
Here and in the following we take spins to be dimensionless,
measured in units of\.
24530
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evolved expectation valuêSz(t)& for an initially randomly
correlated system and different degrees of its polariza
~characterized byJz). In all cases,̂ Sz(t)& decreases in mag
nitude. With decreasing polarization the decay becomes m
pronounced, and the oscillations accompanying this proc
are suppressed. Note that it is the decay of the envelop
these graphs but not the fast oscillation itself that signals
decay of the spin. The distance between two neighbor
maxima of the oscillations can depend slightly on the init
state and the coupling constants in the Hamiltonian. Ho
ever, a good estimate of this effective period is usually giv
by T54p\/A sinceA/2 is an estimate~neglecting quantum
fluctuations! for the width of the spectrum, i.e., the differ
ence between the largest and smallest eigenvalues of
Hamiltonian.

FIG. 2. Upper panels:̂Sz(t)& for a system of sizeN519 being
initially in a randomly correlated nuclear spin state in the subsp
with Jz57. The two panels represent two different randomly ch
sen initial conditions. Lower panels: Analogous data forN514 and
a completely unpolarized nuclear spin system (Jz521/2). In both
cases the simulation data does practically not depend on the in
condition.

FIG. 3. Upper panels: time evolution of the electron spin^Sz(t)&
for a system with 14 nuclear spins being initially in an uncorrela
tensor product state in the subspaceJz59/2. The oscillation period
and the time scale of the decay are consistent with the perioT
54p\/A and the scale\N/A identified in Ref. 13. Lower left
panel: data of the same type as above but averaged over all pos
uncorrelated initial states withJz59/2. Here again, the time scal
of the decay is consistent with the scale\AN/A identified in Ref.
13. Lower right panel:̂Sz(t)& for the same system being initially in
a randomly chosen correlated state.
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SCHLIEMANN, KHAETSKII, AND LOSS PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 245303 ~2002!
When the nuclear spin system is initially in a random
correlated state the time evolution of^Sz(t)& is very repro-
ducible in the sense that it depends only very weakly on
particular representation of the initial random state. This
illustrated in Fig. 2, where the results of different initial ra
dom configurations are compared for two different syst
sizes and degrees of polarization.

This behavior of randomly correlated initial states shar
contrasts with the time evolution of simple tensor prod
nuclear spin state. The upper two panels of Fig. 3 show
time evolution of the electron spin for two initial tenso
product states. In the lower right panel we compare th
data with the time evolution of a representative of the r
domly correlated initial condition. In the former case t
time evolution depends significantly on the concrete ini
tensor product state, and the decay of the electron spin
curs typically clearly more slowly than in the case of
initially randomly correlated nuclear spin system.

In the lower left panel of Fig. 3 we show the time evol
tion of the electron spin averaged over all nuclear ten
product states.19 Comparing the two lower panels one se
that these data are very close to the time evolution of a
domly correlated state. This observation is also made
other system sizes and degrees of polarization, and co
tutes an example ofquantum parallelism:20 The time evolu-
tion of each initially uncorrelated~and therefore classical
like! nuclear state is present in the evolution of a line
superposition of all such states. In other words, the time e
lutions of all uncorrelated classical-like states are perfom
in parallel in the time evolution of the randomly correlat
state. An experimental consequence of this observatio
that if the electron spin dynamics would be detected on
array of independent quantum dots, one could not distingu
whether the nuclear spin system in each dot was initia
randomly correlated or in an uncorrelated tensor prod
state. In other words, the spin dynamics of a randomly c
related pure state of the nuclear system in a single dot ca
be distinguished from a mixed state of an ensemble of do21

The observation that the time evolution of a random
correlated state quite closely mimics the average over
tensor product initial conditions relies on the cancellation
off-diagonal termsaT* aT8^⇓,TuSW (t)u⇓,T8&, TÞT8, due to
the randomness in the phases of the coefficientsaT . In this

FIG. 4. Time evolution of^Sz(t)& for two types of initially
randomly correlated nuclear spin states. In the left panel the am
tudesaT are restricted to have non-negative real and imagin
parts, while in the right panel they have all the same modulus
completely random phases.
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sense our system has a self-averaging property. This ca
checked explicitly by reducing this randomness. The l
panel of Fig. 4 shows the time evolution of a randomly c
related state where the amplitudesaT are restricted to have
non-negative real and imaginary parts. This time evolut
turns out to be reproducible similarly to as above i.e., it do
not depend on the concrete realization of the initial rand
state, but is clearly different from the former case since
cancellation of off-diagonal contributions is inhibited.19 For
comparison, in the right panel we show data in which t
amplitudes in the initial nuclear spin state have a rand
phase but are restricted to have the same modulus. Here
proper averaging process takes place again. The results
scribed so far were obtained in certain subspaces ofJz and
for the form of coupling constantsAi as induced by the quan
tum dot geometry. However, our findings do not depend
these choices. We have also performed simulations were
initial state has an overlap in the full Hilbert space. For
randomly correlated initial nuclear spin state the only diffe
ence is that now transverse components^Sx(t)&, and^Sy(t)&
of the electron spin also evolve. However, these are tiny
magnitude and oscillate around zero. For an initial tens
product states these transverse components can becom
able, and the time evolution again strongly depends on
concrete initial tensor product state. Moreover, as mentio
earlier, the exact form of the coupling constants is also
crucial as long as they are sufficiently inhomogeneous.
instance, we obtain qualitatively the same results if
choose the coupling parameters randomly from a unifo
distribution.

We also note that coupling a magnetic field to the elect
spin has only a quantitative influence on our results. H
again the time dependence of tensor product initial nuc
state is very individual, while a randomly correlated sta
gives very reproducible results that mimic closely the av
age over tensor product states.

B. Decoherence and the generation of entanglement

In circumstances of quantum information processing
decay of a qubit is usually viewed as some ‘‘decoheren
process due to the environment attacking the quantum in
mation. As seen above, the spin decay is generically slo
if the spin environment is initially in a uncorrelated stat
This finding suggests that it is advantageous for protec
quantum information to disentangle the environment that
avoidably interacts with the qubit system.

A ‘‘decoherence’’ process of the above kind can
viewed as the generation of entanglement between a q
and its environment. The system investigated here prov
an illustrative example of this statement. The entanglem
in the total stateuC(t)& between the central electron spin an
its environment can be measured by the von Neumann
tropy of the partial density matrix, where either the electr
or the environment has been traced out from the pure-s
density matrixuC(t)&^C(t)u.22 Tracing out the nuclear sys
tem we have

li-
y
ut
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rel~ t !5S 1

2
1^Sz~ t !& ^S1~ t !&

^S2~ t !&
1

2
2^Sz~ t !&

D . ~4!

This matrix has eigenvaluesl651/26u^SW (t)&u, and the
measure of entanglement readsE@ uC(t)&] 52l1logl1

2l2logl2 . Thus the formation of expectation value
u^SW (t)&uÞ1/2 @or, in the case of fixedJz, just u^Sz(t)&u
Þ1/2], is a manifestation of the entanglement between
electron spin and the nuclear spin system. The maxim
entanglement,E5 log 2, is achieved if the electron spin ha
decayed completely as measured by the expectation va
of its components,̂ SW (t)&50. The generation of quantum
entanglement between the electron spin and the nuclear
system, signaled by a reduced value of^SW (t)&, is the main
and crucial difference between the quantum system stu
here and its classical ‘‘counterpart’’ described by a system
Landau-Lifshitz equations. These equations can be obta
from the Heisenberg equations of motion for the quant
system,]SW /]t5 i @H,SW #/\ and ] IW i /]t5 i @H,IW i #/\, by per-
forming expectation values of both sides within sp
coherent states and assuming that the expectation valu
all operator products factorizes to products of expecta
values. This procedure becomes exact in the classical lim24

The resulting equations no longer contain operators, but
describe the dynamics of three-component vectors~classical
spins! of fixed length. We have performed simulations
such a classical spin system by solving the Landau-Lifs
equation via the fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme. As a
sult, the central classical spin performs an irregular cha
motion which does not show any similarity to the results
the quantum spin-1

2 case. In particular all qualitative feature
of quantum effects, such as the generation of entanglem
~signaled by a decay of spins as measured by their expe
tion values!, are not present in such a time evolution. The
fore, the Landau-Lifshitz equation provides only a rath
poor description of the underlying quantum system.

Let us now briefly discuss how the different initial cond
tions can be prepared experimentally. A tensor product in
state can be produced by applying a magnetic field and h
ing the underlying crystal lattice at a temperature h
enough such that spin-lattice relaxation processes to
nuclear spins are efficient. These interactions with the p
non environment will effectively perform projection-typ
measurements on each spin, and force the system to be
state close to a tensor product of nuclear states pointin
each of the two direction along the field axis. Another po
sibilty is the use of all-optical NMR techniques, as describ
in Ref. 25. A randomly correlated nuclear state, on the ot
hand, can be achieved by cooling down the lattice to te
peratures where phonon processes are suppressed. The
highly anisotropic and long-ranged dipolar interaction w
produce a sufficiently ‘‘disordered’’ state with a highly i
regular pattern of amplitudes when expressed in the te
product basis, as we have confirmed by explicit simulatio
24530
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of a system of eight nuclear spin placed on the edges
cube. The highly correlated~or entangled! character of these
states can be detected by following the individual nucl
spins in terms of their expectation valuesu^ IW i(t)&u. This
quantity decays from its initial value of 1/2~in a tensor prod-
uct initial state!, on a time scale determined by the dipol
interaction,23 to values typically close to zero. According t
the entanglement measureE discussed above, this indicates
strong entanglement between each nuclear spinIW i and its
environment of all other nuclear spins. In both cases
initial state of the full system can be prepared by injecti
the electron to the quantum dot from an external lead, or
electron state can be prepared by cooling in a magnetic fi
and ESR techniques.

We finally consider the nuclear spin correlatorC(t)
5^I z(t)I z(0)&, IW5( i IW i , which can be measured directly b
local NMR-like measurements such as magnetic resona
force microscopy.26 In a subspace of givenJz and the elec-
tron spin pointing initially downward this quantity read
C(t)5@Jz2^Sz(t)&#(Jz11/2). A realistic initial state will
have its dominant weight in a series of subspaces with ne
boring Jz centered around some value. Then the time evo
tion of ^Sz(t)& is very similar in these subspaces, and t
dynamics of the total nuclear spin can be mapped out
measuring the electron spin, and vice versa.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary we have studied the dynamics of a single s
coupled inhomogeneously to a spin environment. As
main result the time evolution depends sensitively on
type of initial state of the spin environment. While the tim
evolution of simple tensor product states can be quite in
vidual, randomly correlated states show very a reproduc
dynamics that mimics theaverageover the time evolutions
of all possible tensor product states. This observation con
tutes an example ofquantum parallelismin a decoherence
phenomenon. This effect is clearly seen for all finite syst
sizes studied here, and can therefore also be expected
present in realistic quantum dot systems containing ab
N5105 nuclei, and also in the thermodynamic limitN→`.

The decay of a single spin in terms of its expectati
values is due to the formation ofentanglementbetween this
spin and its environment. Since this decay is genera
slower if the spin environment is initially in a simple tens
product state~i.e., no entanglement among the environmen
spins!, our results suggest that it is advantagous for prote
ing quantum information todisentanglethe environment. We
expect this result to be of a quite general nature, i.e.
should also be valid for other systems consisting of so
central quantum object coupled to a bath of other quan
degrees of freedom.
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